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The Elizabethan Diplomatic Service
by

F. Jeffrey Platt
Northern Arizona University

The critical early years of Elizabeth's reign witnessed a watershed in
European history. The 1559 Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis, which ended the
long Hapsburg-Valois conflict, resulted in a sudden shift in the focus of
international politics from Italy to the uncomfortable proximity of the
Low Countries. The arrival there, 30 miles from England's coast, in 1567,
of thousands of seasoned Spanish troops presented a military and commercial threat the English queen could not ignore. Moreover, French control
of Calais and their growing interest in supplanting the Spanish presence
in the Netherlands represented an even greater menace to England's security.
Combined with these ominous developments, the Queen's excommunication in May 1570 further strengthened the growing anti-English and a ntiProtestant sentiment of Counter-Reformation Europe. These circumstances,
plus the significantly greater resources of France and Spain, defined England,
at best, as a middleweight in a world dominated by two heavyweights.
Elizabeth and her chief counselors eventually concluded that an imaginative
foreign policy combined with an effective diplomatic system would provide
the most telling and least expensive means of counteracting these worrisome
developments. 1
Building upon the foundation laid by her father and sister, Elizabeth
presided over the creation of a highly trained and surprisingly professional
diplomatic corps, truly a remarkable achievement of the Elizabethan Age.
Together with Lord Burghley and Sir Francis Walsingham, she guided the
ship of English foreign relations fully into the mainstream of Continental
diplomatic tradition. Moreover, as France increasingly suffered from civilreligious conflict, financial chaos, and mediocre leadership, and as Spain
endured the fatal flaw of a paper-shuffling administration and the blinding
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religious fanaticism and arrogance of both king and diplomats, England, in
contrast, often excelled, especially in diplomacy. 2
While the contributions of Elizabeth and her counselors to England's
diplomacy have been carefully studied, much remains to be said concerning the diplomats they directed. 3 Space does not permit an in-depth study
of all the men who served on missions between 1558 and 1603, but a singular
document in the British Library offers a ready-made, complete, and revealin~ roster of that diplomatic corps for the middle years of Elizabeth's reign.
Located in a Privy Council ready-reference guide known as Lansdowne
MS. 683 (fols. 48-49) and dating from August 1579 (see Table), it contains
a list of 48 "Noblemen and gentlemen that have served and are fitt to be
employed in forrein messages." 4 Subdivided into 8 noblemen and 23
gentlemen "that have served" and 8 noblemen and 19 gentlemen "that have
not served but are fitt to serve," this roster has the advantage of containing
men who, in large part, served primarily in Elizabeth's reign. 5
This document reveals the names of few churchmen. Because religious
issues predominated in this period of European history, Elizabeth rarely used
ecclesiastics as diplomats after the first years of her reign. Men of such pro·
nounced religious views were not the "fittest ambassadors for peace." 6 She
also reduced the role of the nobility in diplomatic concerns, using them
primarily for ceremonial missions to ratify agreements, bestow gifts,
and offer expressions of good will or condolence. This did not preclude
th~m from more traditional diplomatic business, however, as seen in
Lord Buckhurst's 1581 embassy of peace to Henry IV of France and his
expostulatory mission to the Low Countries in 1587. But these were rare
exceptions. Out of 22 missions served by the 8 noble diplomats, only 6
involved negotiations, and of these, Lord Henry Norris's 2 missions came
before he was raised to the peerage. As Abraham de Wicquefort concluded
in his famous study of early modern diplomacy, even though noble birth
"is a great ornament to the Embassador [which] gives great lustre to the
Embassy," 7 few such men apply themselves sufficiently to acquire the qualities
necessary to be successful diplomats. They are better used for "Parade than
of negotiation." 8
The major emphasis of this study is therefore the 23 diplomats of gentry
status who were the real workhorses of the Elizabethan diplomatic corps. 9
They were middle-ranking men who helped form the core and framework
of government and society-men who helped establish the standards, values,
and tone of Elizabethan foreign relations. They supplied the second in
command and the important followers of the great figures of the day.
Without them, Elizabeth, Burghley, and Walsingham could not have hoped
to accomplish many of the things they set out to do. Their careers reveal
a conscious government policy of selecting men who were widely traveled,
intelligent, highly educated, and, when compared to their French and Spanish
counterparts, remarkably proficient in foreign languages (see the Appendix
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TABLE
"Noblemen and gentlemen that have served and are
fitt to be employed in forrein messages" (August 1579)
Noblemen that have served:
L. Admirall
L. Chamberlaine

Earle of Bedford
Earle of Worcester
L. of Hunsdon
L. of Buckhurst
L. Northe
L. Norreis

Noblemen that have not served but
are fi tt to serve:
Earle of Oxford
Earle of Derbye
Earle of Hertford
Earle of Northumberland
Earle of Rutland
L. Howard of Effingham
L. Graye
L. Cobham

Gentlemen that have served:
Sr. Henry Cobham
Sr. Amyce Pawlet
Sr. William Wynter
Sr. Tho: Chamberlayne
Mr. Wylson
Mr. Randolphe
Mr. Henry Killegrew
Sr. Edward Horsey
Sr. Tho: Leighton
Mr. Middlemore
Mr. Henry Knolles thelder
Mr. John Hastings
Mr. Somers
Mr. Corbet
Mr. Beale
Mr. Herbert
Mr. William Davison
Mr. Daniell Rogers
Sr. John Smithe
Mr. Philip Sidney
Mr. Edward Wootton
Sr. William Druery
Mr. Thomas Wilkes
Mr. Robt Beale

Gentlemen that have not served but
are fitt to serve:
Sr. Walter Mildmay
Sr. Henry Lee
Sr. Henrye Wallop
Mr. Roger Manners
Sr. John Clifton
Sr. Thomas Gresham
Mr. Bertye
Mr. Tremayne
Mr. Willm. Killegrew
Mr. Beddingfield
Mr. Francis Caro
Mr. Michaeli Blunt
Mr. Fortescue
Mr. Wyndebanck
Mr. Raufe Warcupp
Mr. Shute
Mr. Edward Lewknor
Mr. Wollye
Mr. Frances Alforde
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for a summary of their backgrounds). Their careers also reveal the employment
of an apprenticeship training program, an emphasis upon long years of
diplomatic service, a calculated stress upon nonresident diplomacy, and a
strong government commitment to adequate and regular diplomatic
remuneration including "enablements," per diem payments, extraordinaries,
gifts, and postmission rewards. Such policies help to explain why this branch
of the Elizabethan civil service attracted not only the most highly skilled but
also some of the most fascinating men found in the Queen's service. 10 The
other list of 19 men who had not served became an emergency reserve that
as a last resort could be called upon if a seasoned or apprenticed diplomat
proved unavailable. 11
Dominating her government as few English monarchs ever have, Elizabeth
loved the practice of diplomacy as a royal game of chess and participated
in all diplomatic decisions, even the selection of personnel. In keeping with
her father's tradition and the Renaissance stress on civic Humanism,
Elizabeth, who explained that when a resident ambassador was called she
would nominate a university graduate to be his secretary or chaplain, early
on instructed the chancellors of both Oxford and Cambridge to compile a
list of promising young graduates, along with their colleges and standings.
To these young aspiring diplomats, the possibility of being chosen for such
a prestigious assignment was a "switch and spur on their industries." 12
Consequently, 19 of the 23 diplomats are known to have studied at one
or more institutions of higher learning at Oxford or Cambridge, the
Inns of Court, and on the Continent. This is a larger percentage than found
among any other group of Elizbethan civil servants. Even Members of
Parliament could not match it. 1 3
While the English Reformation somewhat reduced the number of English
Protestants taking degrees in European universities, Marian exile had
assisted several others, including Wilson, Randolph, Drury, and Beale, to
study on the Continent. Other younger diplomats, such as Wilkes, Rogers,
Sidney, and Wotton, studied abroad in the early years of Elizabeth's reign.
These 23 diplomats represent Oxford and Cambridge equally, while
at least 8 studied law in Italy, at the Inns of Court, or took B.CC. or
LL.D. degrees at Oxford or Cambridge. While no educational records
survive for Hastings, Horsey, Middlemore, or Winter, their careers reveal
highly articulate men who quite probably undertook some form of advanced
education. 1 • Indeed, several of their number were celebrated for their
learning. Chief among them were Henry Knollys, a gifted linguist; Thomas
Wilson, author, translator, and economist; Philip Sidney, poet, linguist,
soldier, and patron of the arts; and chief clerk of the Privy Council and
expert Parliamentarian Robert Beale. 15
Foreign travel was another important prerequisite for future diplomatic service as it brought a familiarity with geography, peoples, courts,
and languages. As the aspiring diplomat Thomas Bodley explained in 1576,
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I waxed desirous to travell beyond the Seas, for
attaining to the knowledge of some speciall
moderne tongues, and for the encrease of my
experience in the managing of affaires, being
wholly then addicted to employ myself, and all
my cares, in the publique service of the state. 16
Unlike Sidney, Cobham, or Wilkes, not every future diplomat could afford
a grand tour of the Continent; still most of the rest gained their foreign
exposure as Marian exiles, diplomatic couriers, commercial agents, soldiers,
or governors of Channel Islands.1 7
Often these young students of diplomacy sought to attach themselves to
the train of a special embassy or to the household of a resident ambassador.
They went not as members of the embassy staff but as guests hoping to
learn by observation. Several English residents' correspondence, especially
Nicholas Throckmorton's, is sprinkled with reports to parents and patrons
concerning their progress in languages, manners, and statecraft. Such guests
burdened the embassy's finances and also took a great deal of _the
ambassador's time. Still, the value of introducing these young travelers to
the rudiments of international relations outweighed any inconvenience. 18
Sir Amais Paulet, the newly appointed ambassador to France, had traveled
no farther than Calais before he wrote Burghley complaining of the excessive
size and cost of his train:
I confess that in this little journey between
London and Dover I already . .. feel the weight
of my heavy train .. . being accompanied with an
extraordinary number some of whom were
recommended to me by the Queen and others by
noblemen ... . My ordinary train is no greater
than of necessity, being augmented by some
young gentlemen, whereof one is Sir Nicholas
Throckmorton's son, who was recommended to
me by Her Majesty a nd therefore I could not
refuse him. The others are so dear to me, and the
most part of them of such towardness, as my good
hope of their well doing, and that hereafter they
will be able to serve their Prince and country, persuades me to make no great account of the
charge. 1 9
Such an experience was quite normal for resident ambassadors, whose trains
were always much larger than those of nonresident envoys, who had to travel
quickly and negotiate with a minimum of ceremonial routine.
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Particularly important to any future English diplomat was a working
knowledge of the diplomatic languages of Western Europe. The unacceptability of English as a language of diplomacy combined with Elizabeth's
heavy reliance on nonresident, peripatetic diplomacy required her diplomats
to be prepared to serve in several countries and in several languages. Consequently, 19 of these 23 diplomats spoke at least two foreign languages, and
13 were competent in three or more tongues besides their own. Wilkes,
Cobham, and Wotton each spoke four languages fluently; Sidney, Rogers,
and Wilson spoke five; and Knollys, six. Taken together, these men averaged
three foreign languages each. There is no evidence that Sir William Winter
spoke anything but English, while Horsey and Hastings spoke but one foreign
tongue each. At least 11 spoke Italian, 19 knew Latin, and 19 conversed in
French. Though Greek was a language to which all university students had
been exposed, only 4 (Knollys, Rogers, Sidney, and Wilson) were competent in that ancient language and only Knollys knew Hebrew. 20 Greek and
Hebrew were not languages of diplomacy in Western Europe, yet they did
add a measure of luster to the diplomat who knew them.
This uncommon facility with languages continued through Elizabeth's
reign into James I's. But once Robert Cecil died in 1612, the Cecilian system
of diplomacy began to suffer from lack of leadership. Consequently,
the language prowess of English diplomats started to slip, until by the
reign of Charles II and James II only 15 of 118 diplomats "drew special
notice for their language skills." These 15 averaged but two languages
each, and only 2 of them spoke four languages besides their native
tongue. 21
Protestant religious persuasion also conspicuously qualified men for the
Elizabethan foreign service. In an age when religious bigotry inflamed
international tensions and the certainty of a diplomat's faith was often felt
to be as important as his abilities, Elizabeth sensed the importance of selecting diplomats whose religious sympathies served as a guarantee against
possible collusion with a Roman Catholic enemy. Only Sir John Smith, the
Queen's cousin, professed Roman Catholicism, and he served but one special
mission, to Spain from November 1576 to July 1577. 22 It is fairly certain that
15 of the 23 diplomats had puritan sympathies, and at least 10 of these are
known to have been Marian exiles. 23 Such a high percentage of dissenters
should not be surprising in view of Walsingham's and Leicester's roles in
recommending names for diplomatic appointment. It also suggests that
Elizabeth too saw some value in having diplomats whose pronounced
religious convictions guaranteed a paramount interest in Protestant England's
survival. Indeed, in the first two decades of her reign, Elizabeth had
diplomats negotiate with Huguenots whose activities in France "reduced the
likelihood and effectiveness of French assistance to her arch enemy
Scotland." 24 While it is possible that in some cases pronounced differences
in religious persuasion between Puritan and Roman Catholic may have
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limited English diplomatic contacts, it also made it all the more necessary
that English diplomats be men of unusual tact and ability.
The final imperative leading to full diplomatic stature was foreign service
as a diplomatic apprentice. Such an apprenticeship began and occasionally
ended an aspiring diplomat's career. Service as the secretary to a resident
ambassador's embassy was one instructive and realistic apprenticeship. As
we have seen, Elizabeth generally chose these apprentices from among the
best graduates of Oxford and Cambridge. Unlike the Venetians, whose young
men learned the craft of diplomacy by accompanying their fathers or uncles
on assignment, Elizabeth, in keeping with the English practice of rearing
young men, relied on nonrelated ambassadors to serve as diplomatic tutors.
For example, the need for a secretary skilled in the French language was
so great in Doctor Valentine Dale's 1573-1575 embassy that Thomas Wilkes
was pulled out of graduate studies at All Souls, Oxford, against the strenuous
objections of its warden and fellows, to accompany Dale to France. 2 5 There
he fulfilled the normal secretarial duties associated with correspondence,
intelligence gathering, supervision of embassy staff, and accompanying Dale
on his regular visits to the French court.
While serving the Paris embassy, Wilkes was ordered by Elizabeth to
arrange secretly the escape of the Duke of Alern;on and Prince Henry
of Navarre, who had been imprisoned in the Chateau of Bois de Vincennes
following the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre of 24 August 1576. 2 6 All went
well until, following Charles IX's death, Catherine de' Medici transferred the
two princes to closer confinement in the Louvre. There, increased surveillance led to the near capture of Wilkes. Only Henry ofNavarre's timely warning that a trap had been set for Wilkes allowed him to escape to England. 2 7
Having proven his abilities as Doctor Dale's embassy secretary, Wilkes
was subsequently given a more difficult assignment. In 1575 he was sent on
a two-year secret assignment to Germany, empowered to seek security for
an English loan to the Palatinate to raise troops for a Franco-German
Protestant military invasion of France. 28 The thirty-thousand man invasion
force that resulted drove a terrified Henry III of France to sue for terms and
accept the Peace of Monsieur, which Wilkes helped to negotiate. 29 In all future
assignments, he received the regular 40s. per diem wage, whi ch in Elizabethan
England signified that the apprenticeship was completed and full diplomatic
stature achieved. 3 0
Philip Sidney and John Smith had their first tastes of diplomatic service
as part of the entourages of the munificent ceremonial embassies that ratified
the treaties of Cateau-Cambresis and Blois. 31 Sir Henry Cobham joined
Thomas Radcliffe, the Earl of Sussex, in Austria in 1567 to deliver the Garter
and to reopen marriage negotiations with the Archduke Charles. 3 2 While
their apprenticeships were not very prolonged or rigorous, these men were,
at least, introduced to the workings of diplomatic give and take and, more
especially, learned the importance of ceremony in international relations.
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Of the 11 diplomats on the Lansdowne list who served as embassy
secretaries only Killigrew was called upon to face the acid test of service as
a charge d 'affaires. Thrice during the prolonged absence of ambassadors
Throckmorton and Walsingham, he assumed charge of the Paris embassy
and each time acquitted himselfwell.3 3 On the other hand, Hugh Fitzwilliam,
who became charge after the unexpected death of Sir Thomas Hoby in July
1566, did not fare so well. 34 He had not served as Hoby's secretary long
enough to learn wisdom and soon found himself desperately short of funds .
Unwisely he questioned Sir William Cecil's integrity over the matter in a
letter to Elizabeth. Neither the Queen nor Cecil was a mused, and as soon
as Sir Henry Norris, Hoby's replacement, arrived in Paris, Fitzwilliam faded
into permanent obscurity. Elizabeth seldom forgave or forgot the indiscretions of lesser personalities. No apprentice diplomat could hope to survive
if he failed to display complete confidence in and loyalty to his superiors. 35
Diplomats such as Paulet and Leighton, who served as governors
of jersey and Guernsey, fulfilled their semiofficial apprenticeships through
frequent trips to nearby France to settle the always persistent questions
of commerce, religion, and politics that arose between such close neigh•
bors. 36 Yet another way to serve part of a diplomatic apprenticeship
was as a commercial agent of the crown, working, for example, to recover
seized merchandise, or even as Elizabeth's resident commissary in Antwerp. 37
Beale, Wilson, and Chamberlain all had early experiences in matters such
as these, and it stood them on solid ground in their later, more political
assignments.
All but Robert Corbet are known to have served an apprenticeship in
one form or another. And since Corbet was one of the better-traveled young
men patronized by Walsingham, he more than likely had served the Principal
Secretary as a Continental agent during those travels.38 Whatever their
apprenticeships consisted of, these diplomats averaged seven years each of
this type of hands-o n diplomatic schooling before achieving full diplomatic
status. However long a man 's apprenticeship, Elizabeth alone had the final
say as to who would serve a full-fledged mission. Sir William Cecil, writing
to Ambassador Norris in Paris in August 1571, said, "I have named to the
Queen's Majesty two to be your successor. ... The one is Mr. F. Walsingham,
the other is Mr. Killigrew. " 39 As it turned out, Elizabeth's choice fell
upon the former.• 0
Finall y, expendability characterized Elizabeth's gentry-laden diplomatic
corps. Knowledge of their vulnerability kept these men especially alert in
the difficult task of negotiation. They knew that any diplomatic faux pas that
harmed or embarrassed their Queen could lead to their immediate repudiation. Conversely, the probable domestic repercussions of so dishonoring a
titled diplomat must have given the Queen pause when selecting a headstrong and arrogant nobleman such as Leicester, who was chosen to oversee
English involvement in the Netherlands in 1585. Aside from economic
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considerations, this may explain why the critical business of negotiation was
generally left to specialists of moderate social standing.• 1
Occasionally, Elizabeth did not hesitate to throw her diplomats to the
wolves even when they had carried out her instructions to the letter. A case
in point is the incident mentioned above of Thomas Wilkes's near capture
by French authorities while secretly contacting the imprisoned Alern;on and
Navarre. Beati: 'g a hasty retreat back to what he thought was the safety of
the English court, Wilkes arrived only to discover that an angry letter of pro·
test from Catherine de' Medici had already reached Elizabeth.4 2 Embarrassed
at having an embassy secretary caught in such questionable activities,
Elizabeth gave Wilkes a good tongue-lashing and then answered Catherine's
letter by expressing her "astonishment" at Wilkes's clandestine behavior. 43
She then ordered the frightened secretary back to Paris to clear her good
name with the French court. So angry was Catherine in her interview with
Wilkes that he feared for his life during his remaining months at the Paris
embassy, especially after Elizabeth ordered him once again to resume his
secret contacts with the prisoners! 44
A second brush Wilkes had.with royal anger came when he was sent to the
court of Philip II in December 1577, and it demonstrates that other monarchs
came to suspect Elizabeth of such duplicity. Upon his arrival in Madrid there
was a mix-up over his diplomatic rank. 4 5 Philip, thinking Wilkes to have come
with the title L egatus, ordered that the English envoy be escorted to his first
audience by one of the king's major-domos and "a great troop of gentlemen
of the Household." 46 To the sixteenth-century mind, Legatus was equivalent
to Ambaxador and one who held either title was of the highest diplomatic
rank. Philip had no love for these English heretics; political necessity alone
forced him to receive such envoys. Having read Wilkes's letter of introduction, Philip was mortified to realize that he had so honored an Englishman
who held only the minor rank of Nuncio. In anger he exploded to one of
his secretaries:
I believed the Englishman has deceived us ... he
is not called Legatus but Nuncio ... so that much
of that which we may arrange with him may be
repudiated .... It will be well to send the man off
long before his fortnight is up, and this before
he commits some impertinence which will oblige
us to burn him.47
While it is doubtful that Philip would have dared commit so extreme a
breach of diplomatic immunity, this incident demonstrates the dangerous
emotions that could be stirred at a Counter-Reformation court and reveals
Philip n 's suspicion that Elizabeth sent diplomats of lesser rank in order to
preserve her freedom to disavow any arrangements that later proved inimical
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to English interests. Nor was Wilkes the only one to suffer in this way. Daniel
Rogers and William Davison experienced similar repudiations before the
latter's diplomatic career was eventually shattered when in 1587 Elizabeth
selected him to be the scapegoat for Mary Stuart's execution. 48
Another reason for the success ofElizabethan_diplomacy is that in a time
when resident diplomacy was in vogue throughout Western Europe, Elizabeth
deliberately broke step with this trend. Certainly, political-religious cir·
cumstances played a role, but her personal preference for the more
traditional, manageable, and less expensive nonresident diplomacy kept
permanent embassies to a minimum throughout her long reign. Of the 111
missions served by these 23 men, only 9 were resident while 15 of the 23 men
served no resident assignments at all. 49
Geographically, England did not have as much to gain from resident
diplomacy as the neighboring Continental states, where the conditions that
produced the Italian diplomatic system (time, distance, and probable military
surprise) existed. Behind the safety of the Channel moat, Elizabeth had a
freedom of diplomatic maneuvering unavailable to most European states.
She certainly sensed this better than her father had and felt that "no commitment was more than tentative, no a lliance irrevocable, and at each new
shuffle in the diplomatic game, the other players had to bid all over again
for England's friendship or neutrality." 50 Elizabeth's determination to keep
power in her own hands by negotiating on her own terms and in her own
time, not on the advice of a resident ambassador, certainly played a large
part in her stress upon peripatetic, ad hoc diplomacy. Due to the brevity
of their missions and freshness of instructions, nonresident diplomats proved
more manageable than residents, whose long tenure could breed individualism, rarely considered a diplomatic virtue.5 1
Normally, sending resident ambassadors proved more advantageous for
princes than receiving them since the latter represented the receipt of an
official spy in their capital city. But in the atmosphere of Counter-Reformation
Europe, Elizabeth's lack of residents in most European capitals reduced the
likelihood of trouble with suspicious monarchs. This is one of the reasons
she recalled John Man from Spain and never sent a replacement.52
Nonresident missions generally succeeded because they were traditionally
and primarily errands of peace. Their short duration posed less of a threat
to the religious orthodoxy and internal security of the host government.
Evidence that permanent embassies often aroused the suspicion of and even
proved dangerous to a foreign prince fills diplomatic correspondence. 53 The
residences of these "ambassadors of ill-will" often served as centers of foreign
intrigue and a gathering place for the disaffected of the kingdom. 54 His was
"the trade of an honest spy, sent to lie abroad for his country's good." 55 No
one understood this better than Elizabeth. The role of Spain's embassy in
London in plots against the Queen's life, as well as the trouble caused in
France by one of her own resident ambassadors, Nicholas Throckmorton,
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provide cases in point. Add to these considerations the emotions stirred at
a Roman Catholic court over the presence of a resident English heretic practicing his infectious religious principles, and it is small wonder that Elizabeth
preferred nonresident diplomacy. To be sure, there would have been serious
disadvantages in relying exclusively on it. A permanent ambassador was
valued primarily for gathering intelligence and training apprentice diplomats. Elizabeth took advantage of the best of both forms of diplomacy by
always maintaining a resident in Paris, which, by the time of her reign had
become the fulcrum of European diplomatic activity and intelligence. 56
Elizabeth's unusual linguistic abilities also encouraged her to conduct
foreign policy on a personal basis as few of her fellow monarchs could. Thus
she preferred to handle as much diplomacy as possible at home. The
presence there of foreign residents and their embassy personnel did not pose
as serious a threat to her internal security as might be expected because of
their reluctance to master the English language. Philip II, on the other hand,
because of geographic remoteness and his pronounced distaste for the
presence of heretical English diplomats, eventually chose to conduct his
diplomacy abroad through titled, resident, and necessarily independent
diplomats. The opposite approaches of the two countries dovetailed nicely,
but they created the mistaken notion that Spanish diplomats and diplomacy
excelled English when in fact the Elizabethan system maximized the country's
resources and controlled the conduct of her diplomats in a way which the
Spanish system did not. 57
English itinerant diplomats, primarily negotiators, served in more varied
and often more challenging situations than residents. Frequent missions
allowed little time for preparation. Therefore, diplomats had to stay always
prepared and informed. A case in point was Elizabeth's hasty dispatch in
December 1577 of Thomas Wilkes to Spain in hopes of salvaging the rapidly
deteriorating situation in the Low Countries. He carried a letter to Philip
from Elizabeth explaining the reason for such haste. She wrote,
We have therefore thought fit to avail ourselves
of his services in this embassy, in order that he
may return with all possible speed with Your
Serenity's answer. We should have sent a more
formal embassy if, as is usual with acute diseases,
such a rankling wound as this did not need a
speedy means of cure.58
These men became sixteenth-century ambassadors-at-large, specialists in crisis
diplomacy, ready to follow the camp and brave the guns of a turbulent era
in European history. For such rushed assignments, a quick mind and a solid
grasp of European politics and personalities held more importance than the
high-sounding titles, sophisticated manners, and lavish display inherent in
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the success of ceremonial ambassadors or the less spectacular day-to-day tasks
of the resident diplomats.
Nonresident diplomats had to gather their intelligence and the confidence
of the host prince quickly and accurately. Their hurried negotiations allowed
little margin for error. Consequently, they proved to be men of judgment,
not easily deceived, astute in the politics of the day, aware that any misstep
would be repudiated by an angry government at home. Their missions
deprived these ambulatory diplomats of the comfort and convenience of an
official residence, a sizable retinue, wives and children, and sufficient time
to adjust to the conditions of an alien environment. 59 Instead, long and
hurried journeys, prolonged exposure to inclement weather, and hard riding
to avoid brigands and enemy patrols repeatedly faced them. Such hardships
eventually destroyed the health of all but the strongest of men and may
reveal why Elizabeth chose for her diplomatic service considerably younger
men than those chosen by other monarchs. 60
Lower cost provided for Elizabeth and her advisers another decided
advantage of nonpermanent diplomacy. With the exception of the rare
ceremonial embassies, nonresident diplomats received an average of 26s. 8d.
less per day than their resident counterparts. Shorter duration, more limited
size, and less need for the accouterments of resident embassies show how
such assignments, though more numerous, definitely saved Elizabeth
money.6 1
Not surprisingly, some of these men began to specialize. Killigrew, Wilkes,
Cobham, Leighton, and Somers became the French experts because of their
mastery of the culture and repeated service there. Cobham, an accomplished
courtier, was especially successful at the elegant court of Henry III. Long a
member of Elizabeth's household, Cobham established with the king a relaxed
and personal relationship, which bore much diplomatic fruit. 62 Wilkes'
friendship with Henry of Navarre, formed in the trying months of his postSt. Bartholomew's imprisonment, later resulted in repeated missions to his
royal friend after he became King Henry IV. 63 Wilkes, along with Davison
and Rogers, gained a reputation as an authority on the Low Countries.
The Spanish expert was Chamberlain, while, close to home, Randolph,
Killigrew, and Drury specialized in Scottish diplomacy. 64 Doctor Wilson,
who was also the government authority on maritime disputes and international law, best understood Portuguese matters. As a civil law specialist
and a Master of Requests, he, along with legal expert Robert Beale, became
the Privy Council's chief adviser on such matters. Thomas Chamberlain,
England's former commissary in Flanders and Governor of the Merchant
Adventurers, also counseled the Crown on these matters until his death
in 1580. John Somers earned his name for his ability to decipher pur·
Joined documents collected by Walsingham's extensive European intelligence
organization as well as for an ability to formulate precise diplomatic
instructions. 65
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Given the hardships, risks, and frustrations common to all diplomats, one
has to ask why so many men of quality gravitated to the Elizabethan
diplomatic service. The answer is quite simple-the rewards for such service
were often very lucrative. Though such a statement flatly contradicts the con·
clusions of most diplomatic historians and even the official correspondence
of the diplomats themselves, most diplomats suffered little because of
straitened circumstances. 66 Research in the "Dormant Privy Seal Books" of
the Exchequer indicates that these men were adequately and regularly compensated and accepted repeated assignments as their best avenue to financial
independence. 67
After an erratic start, the procedure and practice of Elizabethan
diplomatic pay became surprisingly sophisticated. Per diems averaging £4-6
for noblemen on ceremonial embassies, 66s. 8d. for resident ambassadors,
and 40s. for nonresident envoys, were paid with unprecedented regularity.
The Queen paid cash advances on these per diems of from one to three
months for special envoys and six months for residents to enable a diplomat
to equip himself properly for important assignments. Extraordinary
expenses-including transportation costs, intelligence gathering, posting
expenses, the charge for bringing one's family abroad, renovating the
Queen's silver plate at the embassy, money lost in exchanging English pounds
for foreign currency, and even the costs of embalming and returning the
diplomat's body to England for burial-were all promptly paid. 68
Such payments do not take into account the willingness of some foreign
courts to assume a portion of the diplomat's living expenses while at court
or the often lucrative gifts of gold chains or silver plate that could be expected
at the hand of a foreign prince upon a diplomatic leave-taking. 69 Nor do
they include the eagerly anticipated and diligently sought-for gifts bestowed
by Elizabeth before, during, and after their missions. Loans, cash gifts, and
lucrative cathedral deaneries were frequently given before the mission to
"enable" a man to meet the high costs of equipping himself. 70 Duty-free
export licenses, cash grants, and even gifts of jewelry to an ambassador's wife
could occasionally be expected during the mission, especially a resident
mission. 71 Upon returning home, offices, grants of wardship, leases on crown
lands, and monopolies awaited the diplomat. 7 2 Such gifts, so widely expected
among English diplomats, argue compellingly in favor of Elizabeth's
generosity to her diplomatic corps.
Research also shows that a diplomat's allowances were sufficient to cover
the ordinary everyday costs of conducting a mission-especially if the
diplomat exercised a modicum of thrift. Furthermore, all the other gifts and
grants that came with diligent and repeated service abroad left most of these
23 diplomats in surprisingly comfortable circumstances by the end of
their diplomatic careers. Only those who served few missions or died on
their only assignment or soon after returning lacked the time to capitalize
on their service. Constant complaints of need from most Elizabethan
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diplomats should not deceive the historian. This was simply the expected
and accepted procedure for wrangling nonsalaried remuneration from
England's otherwise frugal Queen. 73
Elizabeth's conservatism expressed itself in a policy of keeping men in
their offices as long as possible. "New blood entered only when vacancies
were created," and thus the government "aged steadily with the Queen."74
This stress on longevity unlocks our understanding of the significance of
the Elizabethan diplomatic achievement. Competing in a threatening world
of Counter-Reformation politics and religious wars, the Queen found comfort in using experienced diplomats repeatedly. The Spanish and French
courts might smile or even protest the English diplomats' lack of noble blood
and elevated titles, but they rarely faulted their abilities. Between 1570 and
1590 an average of only one new name every two years appeared on the
active diplomatic list. Together, these 23 diplomats averaged five missions
each. Eliminating those who served only one or two missions, because of
early death, old age, excessively pronounced religious views, or appointment
to other important government offices, the average climbs to eight missions
each. Four (Killigrew, Randolph, Wilkes, and Rogers) served 10 or more
missions, with Killigrew at 19. Several had diplomatic careers that spanned
over a quarter-century.75 Such figures speak volumes concerning the professionalism of the Elizabethan diplomatic service.
Clearly, significant institutionalization of diplomatic procedures occurred
during Elizabeth's rule. The very length of her reign allowed such institutionalization to come to fruition. Counter-Reformation politics did not result,
as some have suggested, in a reduction of diplomacy, only in its complication. The issues between Protestants and Roman Catholics became so serious,
the possibilities of unending religious war so frightening, and the threat of
Spanish hegemony so real, that English diplomacy actually expanded during
the second half of the sixteenth century. 76 Elizabeth and her counselors met
these threats through a unique blend of permanent and peripatetic
diplomacy combined with a diplomatic corps of highly educated, traveled,
and linguistically skilled men whose long apprenticeships, numerous foreign
assignments, and key domestic offices made them more than a match for
other diplomats of Early Modern Europe. Together they strengthened
England's powerbase, enhanced her international prestige, and helped
prevent the Hapsburg domination of Europe.
That so much of the Elizabethan diplomatic structure withered away after
Robert Cecil's death, in 1612, should not confuse historians into believing
it never existed. Nor should it blind them to the degree of sophistication
it achieved. It was a system singularly attuned to the needs and resources
of early modern England. 77
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l. Cf. Garrett Mattingly, Renaissance Diploma.cy (Baltimore: Penguin, 1964), chap. 20.
Richard B. Wernham, Before the Armada (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1966),
234-89. Paul S. Crowsen, Tudor Foreign Policy (New York: St. Martin's, 1973), 158-214.
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and the French Catholic League (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1964).
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(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1925); Mr. Secretary Cecil and Qy,een Elizabeth
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(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968) and Queen Elizabeth and the Making of
Policy, 1572-1588 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981).
4. This Lansdowne MS cannot be dated later than October 1579, the death date of
Sir William Drury, nor earlier than May 1579, the date Sir Thomas Leighton was
knighted. Because another page of Lansdowne MS. 683 (fol. 44) contains a 10 August
1579 list of "The names of the Lordes and others of hir Majestys Privey Counsel!,"
it is quite likely that the list of diplomats which appears on fols . 48-49 was composed
only shortly thereafter. The British Library-Stowe MS. 570, fol. 129-contains an
earlier but comparable 1576 roster of active and potential diplomats. It can be dated
between the seventh and twenty-second of September 1576, as Sir Amais Paulet,
who appears on the "have served" roster, began his first and only diplomatic assignment on 7 September 1576, and the Earl of Essex, who died 22 September 1576, is
also listed with the notation "deade" to the side of his name. In the Lansdowne roster
Robert Beale's name is mistakenly listed twice, and Francis Carew should be
designated as "Sir," having been knighted in 1576.
5. Most of Elizabeth's old-guard diplomats, many of whom had served under
previous monarchs, were dead by May 1579. These include Peter Mewtas (d. 1562);
Thomas Chaloner (d. 1565); Thomas Hoby (d. 1566);John Mason (d. 1566); Nicholas
Wotton (d. 1567); Armigal Waad (d. 1568); John Man (d. 1569); Thomas Danett
(d. 1569); Thomas Thirlby, Bishop of Ely (d. 1570); Nicholas Throckmorton (d. 1571);
William, Lord Howard of Effingham (d. 1573); and Thomas Smith (d. 1577). Several
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pre-Elizabethan diplomats, including Lord William Paget (d. 1563), Peter Vannes
(d. 1563), and William Pickering (d. 1575), lived on into Elizabeth's reign but never
served her diplomatically. Cf. Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee, eds., Di.ctionary of National,
Biography [hereafter: DNB] (London: Oxford University Press, 1917), and P. W . Hasler,
ed., The House of Commons 1558-1603 [hereafter: HoCJ (London: Her Majesty's
Stationery Office [hereafter: HMSO], 1981 ), chaps. 1-3.
6. Mattingly, 174. Thomas Thirlby, Bishop of Ely, who was already at CateauCambresis upon Elizabeth's accession, refused to take the Oath of Supremacy after
his return to England and so was deprived of his ecclesiastical office, excommunicated
from the English church, and later died under house arrest. DNB. HoC. This policy
is in marked contrast to Henry Vlll's heavy reliance on ecclesiastical diplomats such
as Wolsey, Gardiner, Bonner, Tunstall, and Thirlby.
7. Abraham van Wicquefort, The Embassador and His Functions, trans. John Digby
(London: B. Lintott, 1716), 47-48.
8. Elizabeth could hardly expect noblemen to serve prolonged resident assignments.
They were often difficult to control and perceived diplomatic service as an irksome
duty, interesting a t best, but always excessively expensive due to the expected
extravagance of any titled mission. Unlike gentlemen diplomats, an English nobleman
never perceived diplomatic service as a steppingstone to greater honors and
emoluments. Also, Elizabeth insisted that her diplomatic regulars be highly educated,
extensively traveled, proficient in foreign languages, and that they had served some
form of diplomatic apprenticeship. Noblemen rarely possessed such qualities.
Cf. George D. Ramsay, "The Foreign Policy of Elizabeth I," in The Reigri of Elizabeth 1,
ed. Christopher Haigh (London: Macmillan, 1984), 151-52.
9. Several aspiring diplomats, including Edward Stafford, Robert Bowes, George
Carey, William Waad, and William Herle, were still involved in their diplomatic
apprenticeships and so not yet included on the roster of men fit to be employed.
Others who would serve later in Elizabeth's reign and even into subsequent reigns
were Bartholomew Clerk (d. 1590), Roger Williams (d. 1595), Henry Unton (d. 1596),
Robert Cecil (d. 1612), Thomas Bodley (d. 1613), Thomas Parry (d. 1616), Anthony
Mildmay (d. 1617), Christopher Perkins (d. 1622), Robert Sidney (d. 1626), Stephen
Lesieur (d. 1627), and Thomas Edmondes (d. 1639). Cf. DNB and HoC.
10. Historians mistakenly classify William Harborne, Edmund Hogan, Anthony
Jenkinson, Daniel Sylvester, and Jerome Bowes as members of the Elizabethan
diplomatic corps. As evidenced by the Lansdowne list, the Privy Council thought otherwise. So did Wicquefort, who makes clear that such temporary and resident commissioners of the Merchant Adventurers and Levant or Muscovy companies were not
diplomats though often asked by the Privy Council to deliver government dispatches
and oral messages on political matters to their host prince (46). Instead, these men
were primarily commercial agents, paid by the mercantile concerns who sent them
to Constantinople, Morocco, and Russia. Thus none of their names appears on
diplomatic rosters. Cf. Hugh G. Rawlinson, "The Embassy of William Harborne to
Constantinople," Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4th ser., 5 (1922): 1-27;
Arthur L. Horniker, "William Harborne and the Beginning of Anglo-Turkish
Diplomatic and Commercial Relations,"journal of Modern History 14 (September 1942):
289-316; Thomas S. Willan, The Early History of the Russia Company, 1553-1603
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1956), 118-19, 14 7-52; Lloyd E. Berry and
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Robert 0. Crummey, eds., Rude and Barbarous Kingdom: Russia in the Accounts of Sixteenth
Century Voyages (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1968), 43-58, 289-99; DNB.
11. Among the gentlemen listed as fit to serve but having not yet served, only two
may have possibly served later in Elizabeth's reign. The first, "Mr. Bertye," is probably Peregrine Bertie, later Lord Willoughby, who in the 1580s, after being raised
to the peerage, served two missions to Denmark. The other, "Mr. Wollye," may be
the same John Wolley who was one of Elizabeth's Latin secretaries sent in June 1586
to Scotland to reassure James VI regarding the treatment of his imprisoned mother.
Sir Thomas Gresham served missions in 1552 and 1559 but was subsequently considered too valuable a financial adviser to be included on the list of those having
served. His placement on the Lansdowne roster must indicate the Council's willingness to consider him in an emergency. Cf. DNB and HoC.
12. Montagu Burrows, Worthies of All Souls (London: Macmillan, 1874), 105. Great
Britain, Historical Manuscripts Commission, Report on the PefrYs Manuscripts (London:
HMSO, 1911), 35.
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University Press, 1938).
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affairs.
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APPENDIX
Gentlemen
Diplomats

Resident
Missions

Nonresident
Missions

Henry Cobham
Amais Paulet
William Winter
Thomas Chamberlain
Thomas Wilson
Thomas Randolph
Henry Killigrew
Edward Horsey
Thomas Leighton
Henry Middlemore
Henry Knollys
John Hastings
John Somers
Robert Corbet
Robert Beale
John Herbert
William Davison
Daniel Rogers
John Smith
Philip Sidney
Edward Wotton
William Drury
Thomas Wilkes

1
1

7

TOTAL
PERCENTAGES

Advanced
Education

Diplomatic
Apprentice

Foreign
Languages

Member of
Parliament

Embassy
Secretary

Prediploma tic
Foreign Travel

4
2

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

Puritan

1
1

1

3
12
17
3
5
3
2
1
7
1
5
8
5
10
1
2
3
6
10

9
8

112
92

1
2

1

1

*
*

*
*
*

*

3
5
3
1
1
2
1
6
1
2
2
3
3
3
5
2
5
4
2
4

22
96

91

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

15
65

19
82

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

18
78

11
48

*

Marian
Exile

*

*
*
*

*

*

*

19
82

10
43

*
*

